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1 Introduction

Sequential and parallel applications are both prone to security and dependability bugs. Compilers can reduce the impact of these bugs by instrumenting runtime checks into the generated code. These runtime checks can have a dramatic negative impact on the performance of an application. For instance, our measurements show that compiler generated array-bounds checks can increase the application’s runtime by 20x. To make compiler generated checks practically usable, the introduced application slowdowns must be decreased. Single thread performance is only expected to grow slowly. To compensate these single thread slowdowns, it is very desirable to parallelize checked applications and/or their runtime checks.

In this paper, we provide evidence that it is more promising to parallelize the runtime checks than the application. We therefore compare two frameworks using two different parallelization approaches: (1) parallelizing the application together with the runtime checks, and (2) parallelizing only the runtime checks.

We focus on two frameworks that were developed in our group:

Tanger The first implementation is the compiler extension Tanger [2] for software transactional memory (STM). Tanger puts every memory access within transactions under the control of the TinySTM++ library [3]. To apply this approach, an application must be parallelizable with transactional memory.

ParExC ParExC (Parallel Execution Checking) parallelizes the runtime checks but not the application itself. Therefore, it is also suited for applications that are difficult to parallelize. ParExC executes the application without any runtime checks in the so called predictor process. The predictor’s execution is partitioned into epochs. Each epoch is replayed by an executor process, but this time with runtime checks. We scale by running the executors in parallel to each other and the predictor. Like Speck [5], ParExC allows a fast execution of the application by speculating on the success of the runtime checks. Speck parallelizes using dynamic binary instrumentation. Unlike Speck, ParExC parallelizes compiler generated checks at compile time.

Roadmap In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the two approaches in more details. Our experiments in Section 4 show that the specialized ParExC approach scales better than applications instrumented by Tanger for a checker with heavy runtime overhead if at-most 8 cores are available.

2 Tanger

Transactional memory is an optimistic concurrency control mechanism for multi-threaded applications. It intends to simplify concurrent programming and eliminates several drawbacks of other synchronization mechanisms, in particular, locks.

A transaction is a set of statements that are executed atomically. It either commits or undoes its changes to the shared data if a conflict with another transaction occurs. To detect conflicts and perform roll-back, software trans-
actional memory systems require all shared data accesses within a transaction to be properly instrumented. This instrumentation incurs synchronization and book-keeping overhead, which is out-weighted by the ease of writing concurrent applications and the resulting performance improvements.

In our experiments, we used TinySTM++, a C++ version of the TinySTM [3]. Instead of instrumenting the code by hand, we used Tanger [2]. Tanger is an extension for the LLVM [4] compiler framework that automatically transactifies applications. The programmer only has to mark the start and the end of the transactions. The instrumentation delegates all shared data accesses in these regions to an STM, in our case, TinySTM++.

Although an experienced programmer might exploit optimizations by manually transactifying the application, we expect that most existing software will not be manually transactified.

We have a two-step procedure to parallelize the application with runtime checks. First, we apply the same compiler transformation of the checker used in ParExC. Second, we apply the Tanger transformations on the code resulting from the first step.

3 ParExC

ParExC reduces the performance impact of expensive runtime checks by parallelizing them (see Fig. 1). At compile time, runtime checks are inserted into the original application. These checks (see Fig. 1 (b)) introduce, in general, substantial overhead (Fig. 1 (a)). ParExC executes the application without any runtime checks in the so called predictor process (Fig. 1 (c)). The predictor’s execution is partitioned into epochs. The goal of the predictor is to predict the state of the application at the start of each epoch. An executor process re-executes the epoch – this time with the runtime checks. Executors run on additional cores – in parallel to each other and to the predictor. In contrast to them, the predictor’s code does not contain runtime checks, i.e., the predictor does not even need to test if a certain runtime check needs to be executed.

We have designed and implemented the ParExC framework to support the development of checkers. ParExC is implemented on top of the open compiler framework LLVM [4]. Our approach for replaying the epochs is similar to flashback [6].

Runtime checks often need to do book-keeping, e.g., an overflow checker needs to track the sizes of allocated arrays. The executors of one checker need to share this book-keeping state. We introduce speculative variables to decouple the executors as far as possible. For example, consider a bounds checker that checks that memory accesses do not overflow array bounds. Its book-keeping records which memory areas (base address and size) are allocated. Consider that executor $E_i$ of epoch $e_i$ needs to check a memory access to an array $a$ that is allocated in the preceding epoch $e_{i-1}$. The book-keeping of $E_i$ does not contain this array’s size since $E_i$ has not seen $a$’s allocation. Instead of blocking $E_i$ until its predecessor $E_{i-1}$ has obtained this information, $E_i$ continues speculatively - assuming that $a$ is sufficiently large. After $E_{i-1}$ has successfully finished checking $e_{i-1}$, executor $E_i$ is able to verify its assumption.

4 Experiments

We compared both approaches by applying them to the Genome and Vacation applications of the STAMP benchmark suite [1]. As checker, we implemented an out-of-
bounds checker.

**Out-Of-Bounds** Our *out-of-bounds checker* (OOB) detects buffer overflow bugs. Buffer overflow bugs are a common security violation in—so called—unsafe languages like C/C++. The checker implements a fail-stop failure model, i.e., it aborts the application as soon as it detects a buffer overflow. The OOB checker instruments all memory allocation code for allocations on the heap. So, at runtime it can keep track of all currently allocated buffers. In LLVM, memory is only accessed with explicit load and stored instructions. Loads, stores, and address computations are also instrumented. Address computation is statically identifiable in LLVM since a special instruction is used. By instrumenting the address computations, the checker can identify the buffer accessed by a load or a store at runtime. For each load and store the used offset is checked against the allocated size of the identified buffer. If the offset is larger than the allocated size the program is aborted.

At runtime, the OOB checker keeps track of the array sizes. With ParExC, the checker synchronizes the access to this book-keeping state with speculative variables, as introduced in Section 3. In contrast, with Tanger/TinySTM++, every access to the book-keeping state is performed inside a transaction, therefore, incurring additional overhead.

**Measurements** We conducted the experiments, shown in Figure 2, using a Dell PowerEdge1950 with a dual Intel Xeon E5430 processor (8 cores) and 16GB of RAM. Every measured value represents the median over 5 runs. We used the *real* time, reported by the “time” command to measure the runtime. The error bars show the minimum and the maximum of our measurements, respectively.

The STAMP benchmarks are explicitly written for benchmarking STM libraries. Therefore, all shared memory accesses are explicitly marked. However, as we focus on as few manual changes as possible, Tanger ignores these markings (except the transaction boundaries) and puts all potentially shared memory accesses under the control of TinySTM++. If, instead, only TinySTM++ would be used, different results are expected, but this would additionally involve the manual transactification of the OOB checker, what we want to avoid.

We also measured the percentage of application runtime executed sequentially, in particular the startup and the cleanup phase of both benchmarks without any instrumentation. In Vacation, only 0.16% of the execution runs sequentially. In contrast, Genome’s startup phase takes very long, i.e., 14.3%. While ParExC can parallelize the checks of this phase, Tanger cannot.

**Discussion** For both benchmarks, the sequential overhead is higher with the Tanger instrumentation than with
the ParExC instrumentation. In contrast to applications instrumented with ParExC, those instrumented with Tanger need to acquire and check locks for every memory access within transactions and in the OOB runtime library.

We can see in Figure 2 that both benchmarks scale better when instrumented with ParExC than when instrumented with Tanger. Vacation instrumented by Tanger actually scales worse if more threads are used than cores are available. One reason could be increased contention, what would lead to higher abort rates. Another reason could be the lack of transaction scheduling by TinySTM++. Both issues do not arise using the ParExC approach. First, there is no contention between executors. Second, executors are scheduled by the OS transparently. However, more measurements are necessary to clarify this issue.

Since only the checks are parallelized, the application parallelized using the ParExC framework cannot be faster than the original application. Therefore, if the workload is easily parallelizable, and enough cores are available, the Tanger approach could result in better scaling applications. On the other hand, the ParExC approach also works with applications or parts of applications that are difficult to parallelize, as long as heavy runtime checks have to be applied.

5 Conclusion

Our experiments suggest that, first, the overhead of runtime checks can be addressed by either parallelizing the application with runtime checks or by parallelizing the runtime checks exclusively. Second, using the specialized ParExC approach, applications scale better for a low number of available cores as found on current computers.

Our hypothesis is that for applications instrumented with heavy-weight runtime checks it is more promising to parallelize the runtime checks than the application itself. When the number of cores is getting larger than the slowdown introduced by the runtime checks, we expect that STMs will eventually do better for applications that scale well with the number of cores.
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